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ABSTRACT
The main purpose of this project report is to investigate the functioning of the Nigerian state
looking from the perspective of the delivery of education. The substantial focus of the project
will be based on the public service delivery within Nigerian state, giving the prior importance to
provision of the primary education. Specifically, basic education will be taken into account since
it is a fundamental human right and is accredited as central to reach the intellectual development
and simultaneously national development of the country. Moreover,  in order to highlight the
significance of education, it is relevant to argue that primary education is also a foundation of
other stages of education. 
Being a democratic state, Nigerian government is committed to implement the human rights in
terms of  making the primary education, as well as other public goods, accessible to everyone.
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However, even though the state of Nigeria in theory is governed according to democratic rule, in
practice it  seems being far away from democracy and its propagated values.  Daily problems
including inadequate funding by Federal state and local governments, major corruption, great
amount  of  children  out  of  school,  lack  of  teaching  materials  and  so  forth  are  the  biggest
challenges of further educational development in Nigeria.
 Due to increased demand for primary education and internal problems within the bureaucracy,
the state is not able to provide education alone. Therefore, the role of  non-state actors who also
can provide education to the citizens is very important as well. However the existence of the non
- state actors can cause an increasing threat to the Nigerian state in terms of education provision
and  might weaken state’s legitimacy.
We aim to investigate the current situation in Nigeria in regards to education provision : how the
state provides education, what problems does it face and what projects implements in order to
promote educational development and prosperity. Furthermore, how state interacts with different
non-state  actors  and  whether  it  leads  to  undercutting  of  the  state’s  powers  as  a  regulatory
authority which simultaneously could be called as failed state? Different theoretical approaches
such as Robert Rotberg “failed state”, Max Weber’s “ideal type of bureaucracy” and empirical
concepts of Jean Pierre Olivier de Sardan will be applied.
MOTIVATION 
Even though African countries are making visible progress in different fields of development,
area of education still remains a big issue in regards of its accessibility and provision in most of
them. Nigeria is not an exception. To make the matters worse - this particular country, which is
considered as the most populous in the entire Africa and is extremely rich in terms of natural
resources, suffers extremely from low quality of education and has the highest number of out - of
-  school  children.  Furthermore,  different  projects  such as MDG does not  seem to show any
progress in Nigeria after being started to proceed quite long time ago.
Therefore,  this  project  finds  it  relevant  and  aims  to  investigate  the  internal  situation  in  the
country and discuss what are the factors which are causing the current education - related issues
in the Nigerian state. Furthermore, we aim to find out how the education is being provided by
non - state actors and see how their relationship influences current issue in the country.
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PROBLEM AREA
In the twenty -first century the states became even more numerous than they were a half century
ago. Nowadays, there are 192 nation-states in the world compared with the 1950s, when the
number reached only sixty nine.( Letukiene & Gineika, 2008 : 223) It means, that during more
than  a  half  of  a  century,  the  number  of  the  nation-states  has  increased  almost  three  times.
However, not only the number of the states has changed, but also their functioning involving the
emergence of more actors in state’s policy making process. ( Ibid)
The increasing process of globalisation has influenced the changes in  the capacity and capability
of the state compared with the 1950s.( Bertucci & Alberti ,9) The political management/public
administration  of the nation state dealing with internal challenges is inevitably important in
order  to  meet   new  challenges  and  bring  state  to  the   prosperity.  There  is  an  uncontested
assumption that state is supposed to achieve certain standards in the areas of rule and authority
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such  as  human rights,  democracy,  as  well  as  the  provision  of  the   common goods  such as
security,  welfare,  and  a  clean  environment.  (  Bertucci  & Alberti,  10)  However,  not  all  the
states( especially the ones with weak institutions) are able to cope with the new challenges and in
some cases globalisation might affect negatively not  only the citizens of the nation, but the state
itself as well. ( Bertucci & Alberti , 12)
The state of Nigeria is not an exception. When Nigeria became an independent state in 1960, it
was predicted to lead Africa to prosperity and democracy. However, religious violence, rigged
elections,  military  takeovers,  and  greedy  political  class  have  ruined  the  hopes  of  Nigerian
citizens.(Constitutional  Rights  Foundation  :  2010)   Furthermore,   being  the  most  populous
African state and one of the fastest growing economies in the world ( oil export), Nigeria still
faces many internal problems such a weak economic development, high level of poverty and so
forth .(Okon & Ukwayi, 202,121) 
Taking into consideration specifically  the public service delivery to its citizens,  Nigeria fails to
fulfill  citizens  needs  in  terms  of  providing free education to  everyone.(  Olivier  de Sardan ,
2014:400)  Education  is  viewed  as  a  fundamental  human  right  ,  therefore  it  is  state’s
responsibility to ensure that. Moreover, it  must be performed regardless of the regime and the
kind of power it wields.( Okojie, 2009:11) Since Nigerian state is often not able to deliver public
services by itself  for which it is responsible, therefore the non state actors play an increasingly
important role in terms of public service delivery. (Okojie, 2009:11) It means that the state is
unable to provide public services  without the consent of powerful non-state actors ( religious
organisations, international donors, etc) which are considered as the material and organisational
resources.( Olivier de Sardan, 2009:5 ) The relationships between the different actors and the
state in terms of providing public goods and services can define the functioning of the state,
either as a regulatory authority or just as a state with its symbolic powers. ( Bierschenk & Olivier
de Sardan :2014, 403)
Therefore it is inevitably important to understand how other, non - state actors perform their role
which sometimes can be viewed in tandem or in opposition with the state.   (  Bierschenk &
Olivier de Sardan :2014, 402)
However, this issue  raises a concern what does that situation say about the functioning of the
state since state’s functions are performed by other actors? According to Max Weber and his
ideal type of state, which is normative in nature, the state must keep the institutionalization of
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monopoly of violence including all action taking place in the area of its jurisdiction. (Bierschenk
& Olivier de Sardan, 201:7) Since states deliver public goods through bureaucracies, it is viewed
as a typical form of domination in modern societies. ( Bierschenk & Olivier de Sardan, 201:13)
In situations when the state is deviated from that model, it might be called as a failed state as
Max Weber and Robert Rotberg are tend to claim.
Whereas  Jean  Pierre  Olivier  de  Sardan  which  proposes  socio-anthropological  view  on
functioning  of  the  states  and  its  bureaucracies  neglect  that  idea.(  Olivier  de  Sardan,  2014)
According to him,  African states cannot ‘fit’ to the same Western model, since those states are
completely different looking from the state fortion perspective. ( Oilvier de Sardan , 2014)
Therefore,  the  state  functioning  will  be  analysed  theoretically,  taking  into  account  Robert
Rotberg and Max Weber theoretical definitions and also by Jean Pierre Olivier de Sardan and
Thomas Bierschenk socio-anthropological perspective which is empirically based.
The Nigerian state alone is unable to provide public services and simultaneously the state does
not automatically succeed in establishing itself as a central authority. Regarding African state, the
governance in relation to delivery of education  is negotiated between state and non-state actors. 
Therefore it is inevitably important to understand how other, non - state actors perform their role
which , sometimes, can be viewed in tandem or in opposition with the state.   ( Bierschenk &
Olivier de Sardan :2014, 402) Moreover, the role of non- state actors could also be non- existent
or operating simultaneously and independently from the actual state. The relationships between
the different actors and the state in terms of providing public goods and services can define the
functioning of  the  state,  either  as  a  regulatory authority or  just  as  a  state  with its  symbolic
powers. ( ( Bierschenk & Olivier de Sardan :2014, 403)
PROBLEM FORMULATION
Nigerian state -  a failed state? Why Nigeria is not able to provide education by itself and what 
does that dependency on the other actors say about the state as a regulatory authority?
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RESEARCH QUESTIONS
1. What is a state?
The  first  research  question  will  be  answered  in  the  theoretical  part  of  the  project.  Several
different approaches of the state, as well as Weberian concepts of ideal type of the state and
bureaucracy  will  be  presented.  Furthermore,  the  concepts  such  as  service  delivery  will  be
introduced  within  the  definition  of  the  Weber's  ideal  bureaucracy  since  it  is  one  of  its
responsibilities. Furthermore, we will also introduce critical approaches to Weberian ideal type of
the state and bureaucracy by Jean Pierre Olivier de Sardan, meaning that even though it will be
applied to our project from the normative perspective ( defining how the bureaucracy should be
functioning in the state), it is not the universal model thus it can not be generalized and applied
to all African states.
2. How has the Nigerian state been established?
The second question will be answered looking through history of Nigerian state-building.
The formation of the state starting up from colonial state and ending up with establishment of the
institutions according to the Western model will be presented. Furthermore, country’s situation 
once military rule was established  will be presented in order to show what kind of historical 
factors lead the country to the current appereance.
3.How is the education being delivered by Nigerian state ?
In the third research question the structure of the Nigerian government will be presented. The 
specific case study will be described to see the current situation of how the public goods are 
being delivered by Nigerian state.
4. Why Nigerian state is not able to provide education by itself? 
The fourth research question is the first part of the analysis where the bureaucrats’ behaviour and
accountability towards citizens will be analyzed.  The two different empirical studies will be 
presented and the concept of the practical norms will be applied in terms of investigating them. 
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5. What are the relationships between the Nigerian government and other education 
providers? 
The fifth research question is the second part of our analysis, where Jean - Pierre Olivier de 
Sardan model of public modes of governance will be presented. Different cases will be applied to
each mode in order to find out how they are contributing to education delivery within Nigeria 
and how their relations are taking place. Therefore, different concepts such as co-delivery and 
twilight institutions will be applied in order to investigate the relationships between the state and 
other providers. 
METHODS
In this chapter we will go in depth with our methodological considerations. Therefore, we are
going to clarify how we are working with our problem definition in relation to the gathering of
empirical data.
The qualitative research technique will be chosen since quantitative one might be considered as
not  very  reliable  for  investigations  because  the  statistics  provided  there  does  not  always
correspond the real situation.
The qualitative data will be gathered from different books, academic articles and working papers
in order to investigate the functioning of the Nigerian state in terms of public service delivery.
Since we decided to utilize Robert Rotberg theory of ‘failed state’ as our theoretical framework,
we have  also  chosen to  use  methodological  strategy in  terms  of  incorporating  Max Weber
concept  of  the  ideal  type  of  the  state  and  bureaucracy,  which  is  a  prerequisite  feature  for
investigation of the state failure according to Rotberg theoretical approach. In other words, the
deviation between existing states ( real governance) and ideal states ( Weberian ideal type of
state) would help to investigate whether or not state might be called failed. 
Particularly, this project focuses on the education sector, while state’s functioning in terms of
delivery of education goods will be investigated. We have chosen to investigate this particular
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sector, since we found that education is very poorly provided in Nigeria and that issue is widely
discussed among scholars. 
The  analysis  part  will  be  based  on  the  secondary  data  and  two  different  research  projects
developed  by Michael  Roll  and  Chris  Willott  will  be  examined  in  order  to  understand  the
functioning of bureaucracy in Nigeria.
 The second part of our analyses will be focused on investigations of the relationships between
the state and non -state actors in terms of public service delivery. Therefore, Jean Pierre Olivier
de Sardan model  of  public  modes of  governance will  be chosen and different  cases will  be
applied to each mode.
RESEARCH  LIMITATIONS
Our research is limited to the internal dimension of the state functioning, meaning that in our
research  we  will  focus  on  how state  performs  its  functions  looking  from the  public  goods
delivery perspective.
Moreover, since our used “ Failed state” theory considers public service delivery in a broader
sense including more indicators such as security, right to political participation, health, education
and so forth, our research, however, will be limited to only one sector - education.  We are aware
of the fact , that we will not be able to prove that the state might be viewed as a failed in general,
since other important indicators weren’t taken into account.
Last but not least, definition of the “ideal type of the state” by Max Weber is limited in the way
that  not all  components of it  will  be applied and analyzed in the project meaning that even
though complete  definition will  be presented in  the following,  state’s  territory and force for
example, will not be taken into account and further investigations.
DATA
Due to the potential unreliability of quantitative data, this project will be based only  on the
qualitative research technique. Many different academic articles as well as academic books will
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be used in order to investigate the phenomenon of the state functioning in terms of public service
delivery.  However, our data will be collected mainly from the book  “  States at work. Dynamics
of  African  Bureaucracies”  (2014)   edited  by  Jean-Pierre  Olivier  de  Sardan  and  Thomas
Bierschenk and therefore our analysis will be based on empirical findings gathered there. Since
we were  unable  to  make  our  own empirical  contribution,  Michael  Roll’s  and Chris  Willott
research  studies  investigated  in  Nigeria  will  be  examined.  Furthermore,  the  book  will  also
supplement project report   with various conceptual definitions which will  be needed for our
investigations of the internal Nigerian state’s situation and functioning. 
THEORIES
Theoretical approach of the “failed state” by Robert Roberg 
In this project we are going to apply a ‘failed state’ theoretical approach in order to investigate
whether  or  not  the  governance  of  Nigeria  can  lead  to  the  failed  state.  The  scholars  have
developed several different theoretical concepts of the ‘state failure’,  from different perspective
(e.g.  international  relations).  In  this  case,  William  Zartman  and  Robert  Rotberg  theoretical
approach to the state failure will be chosen , according that state is viewed as first and foremost a
service provider. ( Eriksen, 2011:230)
Robert Rotberg defines a state failure as the inability to provide positive political goods to their
inhabitants.  (  Rotberg,  2004:1) The state organizes  the interests  of its  people,  often but not
exclusively in support of national goals and values since it might be viewed as not a national
priority but rather as an obligation . (Rotberg, 2004:1)
In other words, he  emphasizes that nation-states exist  to provide a decentralized method of
delivering political (public) goods to persons living within designated parameters (borders). The
political goods are defined as follow:
‘Intangible and hard to quantify claims that citizens once made on sovereigns and now make on
states.The political goods encompass expectations, conceivable obligations, inform the local
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political culture, give contact  between social contract between ruler and ruled that is at core of
the regime/government citizens interactions. ‘( Rotberg, 2004: 3)
In order to find out which state is strong, weak, failed or collapsed , Robert Rotberg refers it to
their performance - according to the levels of their effective delivery of the most crucial political
goods. 
Both Zartman and Rotberg distinguish between a variety of services that states may provide,
ranging  from  security  to  the  rule  of  law,  the  protection  of  property,  the  right  to  political
participation,  provision  of  infrastructure  and  social  services  such  as  health  and  education.
( Eriksen, 2011:231) Rotberg is tend to distinguish a hierarchy of political goods, whereas the
security is viewed as a prime function of the state. Security in this term is defined as prevent
cross border invasion and infiltrations, and any loss of territory, eliminate domestic threats to or
attacks upon national order and social structures and so forth. ( Rotberg, 2004:3)  
Health care and education are viewed as a political goods as well.  Normally they are supplied by
states to the citizens, however, privatized forms are possible. ( Rotberg, 2004,3)
Strong states obviously perform well across these categories and with respect to each, separately.
Weak states show a mixed profile, fulfilling expectations in some areas and performing poorly in
others. The more poorly weak states perform, criterion by criterion, the weaker they become, and
the more that weakness tends to edge toward failure, hence the subcategory of weakness that is
termed  failing. ( Rotberg, 2004: 4) The line between the failed state and the collapsed state is
very fragile, meaning , that the authors define the collapsed state as the state when the basic
functions of the state are no longer performed. In other words, the collapsed state is a state that it
is no longer able to provide the services for which it exists.( Rotberg, 2004:4)
Robert  Rotberg has developed many  indicators which might be ascribed to the failed state.
( Rotberg, 2004: 5)  They are as follow : failed states are tense, deeply conflicted, dangerous, and
contested bitterly by warring factions; the civil wars; failed states cannot control their borders;
they are unable to establish an atmosphere of security nationwide, and often struggling to project
power and official authority; the growth of criminal violence; failed states provide only limited
quantities of other essential political goods; they exhibit flawed institutions; they are typified by
deteriorating or destroyed infrastructures; when a state has failed or is in the process of failing,
the effective educational and health systems are privatized (with a resulting hodgepodge of shady
schools  and  questionable  medical  clinics  in  the  cities),  or  the  public  facilities  become
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increasingly decrepit and neglected. Teachers, physicians, nurses, and orderlies are paid late or
not  at  all,  literacy  rates  fall,   and  absenteeism increases.  Textbooks  and  medicines  become
scarce ;corruption flourishes in many states, but in failed states it often does so on an unusually
destructive scale; a nation-state also fails when it loses legitimacy—when it forfeits the “mandate
of heaven’’ and so forth. ( Rotberg, 2004:9)
According to Rotberg, the state fails when it experiences all these conditions mentioned above.
Moreover, any definition of state failure needs to begin with an understanding of the different
definitions of the state. ( Eriksen, 2011: 230) Rotberg and Zartman use implicitly Max Weber’s
ideal type of the state ( Western idea) as a normative criteria from which the deviations are
measured in order to see if the state is failed.
It is important to mention, that there might be some criticism for applying the same as Western
concept  of the statehood to post-colonial  African states.  However,  as Erikson (2011) argues,
there are two main reasons why concepts developed on the basis of western states are relevant
for understanding non- Western states ( in this case -Nigeria)  as well. ( Erikson, 2011:235) First
of all,  the formal institutions of all states are modelled on the European model of statehood.
Second, all states, western and nonwestern are parts of a global system of states, in which the
modern state form is  universally recognised as the fundamental  political  unit.  The notion of
statehood remains indispensable. The authors  use specific idealised notions of statehood, which
are used as the basis from which deviations ( reality and idea) are measured. ( Erikson, 2011:
236) Since the state is viewed as a essentially a service provider, the discourse of  a normative
bias of the idea of the state as a service provider becomes important. Normative ideal refers 
to describing what one thinks a state should look like. In fact, this is what Rotberg and Zartman
do, albeit implicitly. ( Erikson, 2011:232) One alternative option could be to treat the idea of the
state as ideal type. The one of the most prominent theoretics on the state is Max Weber with his
concept ‘ideal type’. 
Therefore, in the the following paragraph Max Weber’s definition of ideal ty of the state will be
presented.
Theoretical approach of the state by Max Weber
Many political scientists engage a concept of the modern state that is influenced by Max Weber’s
famous  definition:  a  corporate  group  that  has  compulsory  jurisdiction,  exercises  continuous
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organization and claims a monopoly of force over territory and its own population, including
“all action taking place in the area of its jurisdiction”. ( Hall , A. J., : 1994 , 268 )
As Weber emphasized his definition is one of the “means” and not “ends” , and the distinctive
means for him are force. A definition of the modern state primarily in terms of means rather than
ends - emphasizes the empirical rather than juridical, the de facto  rather than de jure attributes of
statehood. This emphasis is inevitably an important element in the appeal of Weber’s sociology
of the state to political scientists. ( Hall A.J. : 1994 , 268 )
By Weber’s definition, the basic test of the existence of a state is whether or not its national
government can claim to a monopoly of force in the territory under its jurisdiction. ( Hall A.J. :
1994  ,  268  )  If  some  external  or  internal  organization  can  effectively  challenge  a  national
government  and carve  out  an  area of  monopolistic  control  for  itself,  it  thereby acquires  the
essential  characteristic  of  statehood.  According to  Weber's  de  facto  terms  of  statehood,  two
concurrent monopolies of force cannot exist over one territory and population. In situation where
one of several rival groups – that is, claimant states - is unable to establish permanent control
over  a  contested  territory,  Weber  would  maintain  that  it  is  more  appropriate  to  speak  of
„statelessness“ ( Hall A.J. : 1994 , 268 )
In this project, Weber’s theoretical approach of the state and how it should look like according
his definition, will be applied to Nigerian state. The analysis of current situation and governance
in  Nigeria  will  make  clear  weather  Nigeria  corresponds  to  as  what  Weber  characterized  as
modern state or rather the de facto control is still present in the country.
Critical approach to the concept of ‘ failed state’
In this chapter the criticism to the concept of the ‘failed state ‘ will be described. 
There are many policy researchers who criticize the concept of the state failure since, according
to them,  this concept is viewed as a reflection to Western bias of what constitutes a successful
state. ( Chesterman,Ignatieff, Thakur, 2005:17) In other words, they criticize the western state
model which is not a universal model, meaning that it is inappropriate to call the states a ‘failed
state’ if they deviate  from that model.  For example, Alex Maroya argues that the term ‘failed’ is
limited in its  approach. In terms of criticising the notion that  the other  states should not  be
developed according to the western model of the state , they rather should develop their own
model of statehood. (Maroya, 2003)
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For more discussion on the  criticism of  the ‘failed state’ Charles  T.Call’s  developed critical
approach will be taken into account. 
Charles T.Call argues  that the ‘failed state’ concept is largely useless and should be abandoned
except insofar as it refers to wholly collapsed states—where no authority is recognisable either
internally  to  a  country’s  inhabitants  or  externally  to  the  international  community.  (  Call,
2008:1494)
Furthermore he emphasizes, that the concept contains culturally specific assumptions about what
a ‘successful’ state should look like and groups together disparate sorts of states with diverse
problems.  It  means,  that  he  also  criticizes  the  western  model  of  the  state  as  the
idealistic/normative one.   (  Call,  2008:1494) In order  to  provide more criticism towards the
concept of the failed, Call distinguishes some of the major deficiencies of the concepts.  ( Call,
2008: 1494) First of all, he argues that there is a problem with the development of the indicators
which lead to the failed state in order to distinguish between failing, failed and collapsed. In
other words, there is no common consensus of what the failed state is, meaning that there is a
specific indicators helping to define the state failure. For example, Robert Rotberg has developed
the indicators such as  disharmony  between community, civil wars, corruption, growing criminal
violence, informal privatisation of education, health and other social services and so forth. ( Call,
2008: 1495) 
Another point of criticism can be referred to paternalism ( teleological assumption and Western
bias). ( Call, 2008: 1499) The most self-evident deficiency of the concept of state failure is the
value based notion of what state is, and a patronising approach to scoring states based on these
values.  The ‘successful state’ standard of today is based on the features of the dominant Western
states. The failed state concept goes farther than modernisation theory in presuming that all states
at one point held some ‘successful’ (or passing grade) status. (Call,2008:1499)
Application of the ‘failed state’ theory in the project
After presentation of the theoretical approach of ‘failed state’ and critical view on it , this chapter
will present the application of the theory to the project. 
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The ‘Failed state’ theory will be debated in the discussion part, where our secondary empirical
findings will be discussed in relation to that theory.  However, it is important to mention that we
will only be  able to debate that Nigeria might be failed in this particular sector ( education) but
not  in  general.   Furthermore,  Weberian  “ideal  type  of  the  state  and  bureaucracy”  will  be
discussed in order to reflect what deviations from this model Nigerian state is experiencing and
weather it is able to maintain its legitimacy in terms of controlling the non - state education
providers. It is important to emphasize that Robert Rotberg refers to Western state model in order
to comprehend  what failed state actually is. 
1. What is a state? (How the state should be functioning?)
The aim of the first research question is to define what is the state, since it is a prerequisite
feature for analysing the theoretical concept of the ‘failed state’.
There are three dominant conceptions of the state. Hobbes, Locke and Rousseau belong to the
first perspective , where the state’s authority rests upon an agreement among the members of a
society  to  acknowledge  the  authority  of  a  set  of  rules  or  a  political  regime.  (Chesterman,
Ignatieff, Thakur: 2005, 15) 
Another approach focuses on juridical statehood, where the state is characterised as follows: a
defined territory, a permanent population, effective government and capacity to enter into formal
relations with other states.( Ibid)
Finally, the third approach of the state is identified with Max Weber, in his major work ‘ Politics
as a vacation ‘. He defines state as a corporate group that claims to monopolize the legitimate use
of force over a territory where the state’s means instead of ends are emphasized. ( Ibid) In other
words, the statehood is defined by monopoly over the means of violence or the ability to make
and enforce central political decisions.
Max Weber also introduces the concepts such as ideal type of state ( which is referred to modern
state) and it is based on the national legal authority which derives its powers from the system of
bureaucracy and legality.( Ibid)
Modern Western political theory was built on the concept of the state: the state was viewed by European
political  philosophers  as  necessary  solution  for  creating  order  in  modern  societies.  (Bierschenk &
Olivier de Sardan , 2014: 8)
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It is significant to mention, that the bureaucracy is an important attribute of a Weber’s definition
of a ideal type of the state . According to him, the bureaucracy presents a well functioning and
effective machinery of domination’. ( Bierschenk & Olivier de Sardan, 2014:10) In other words,
it is a typical form of domination of modern societies. According to Weber, there are three types
of legitimate authority: legal authority, charismatic authority and traditional authority. The legal
authority which is composed of the bureaucracy, is defined as a highest degree of efficiency and
is ‘ the most crucial phenomenon of the ‘Western state’.( Chesterman, Ignatieff, Thakur:2005,
20)
For the further discussion, the Weberian type will be presented, which is normative in nature. In
other words, Weber’s ideal type of the state defines how the state and bureaucracy should be
functioning.
Max Weber conceptualization of the state
The great number of authors in the social sciences refer to a Weberian conceptualization of the
ideal type of state. In order to understand his concept, three important characteristics must be
taken  into  consideration  including  state's  control  over  a  particular  territory,  exercising  the
monopoly of legitimate coercion in the given territory,  and that state is completely based on
legitimacy. (Jenss : 2012).
This is a very common and widely used definition of what Max Weber outlines as an ideal type
of the state. It describes the main features which every modern state should be able to pursue in
order to ensure its ideal functioning.
 To sum up, the Weberian model of the ideal type of state emphasizes that state should work
effectively and have strong legitimate power in a given territory, whereas this legitimate power
should  be  concentrated  in  the  hands  of  the  bureaucrats  and  politicians  which  represents  an
official legal authority.(Jenss:2012)  Since this project is aiming to investigate public service
delivery as one of the most important state's function, it is relevant to examine in depth how Max
Weber defines the administration of the state- bureaucracy. Moreover, it is important to define
Weber’s definition of ideal type of bureaucracy, since it is taken as a normative criteria to which
the states should follow in order to avoid the state’s failure. 
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Max Weber concept of the bureaucracy
Bureaucracy is  a particular type of formal  administration with the characteristics of division
labour, rules and regulation, hierarchy of authority, impersonality of social relationships,etc. The
purpose of bureaucracy is to enable large organisations to be managed, to achieve efficiency and
be  more  accountable  to  the  people.  In  other  words,  bureaucracy  is  the  coordination  of
organisational activities for effective provision of services by public or private organisations.
(Alornyeku,  2011: 1)
Even  though  Max  Weber  is  often  referred  as  the  father  of  bureaucracy,  the  practice  of
bureaucracy is as old as the world itself. It prevails in every society that has social organisations
such as a family, club, association, church, community and business organisation.(Alornyeku ,
2011 :11)
Bureaucracy  is  adopted  to  provide  services  in  social  organisation  and  ensure  accurate  and
timeous  delivery  in  order  to  achieve  positive  results.  The  bureaucrats  are  non-elective
government  officials,  who are assigned roles,  duties  and responsibilities in  order  to  perform
certain jobs and deliver certain services to the members of society productively (Alornyeku ,
2011 : 11).
‘Max Weber characterised bureaucracy as a system of administration where, for the purpose of
achieving efficiency, an organisation's operations for achievement of results are guided by laid
down rules, regulations, procedures and methods. It is a system where emphasis is placed on
legal-rational leadership, knowledge, qualification and experience as the criteria for selection
into organisations.’ (Alornyeku , 2011 :14)
Weber saw bureaucracy as facilitating the institutionalisation of technical rationality by the co-
ordination of large-scale public and private organisations, through the specialisation of tasks, and
a hierarchy of authority. (Gamble , 1989 : 254) He identified the need for bureaucracy arising
from the division of labour and increasing specialisation that separated the roles of individual
producers,  being  the  basis  for  the  huge increase  in  social  productivity which  many modern
achievements are based upon. Weber argued that bureaucracy was the organisational principle of
modern life, and was one of the ways of organising it , whilst recognising the further advance of
bureaucratic mechanisation was inevitable in modern society.(Weber , 1968: 999)
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As a sociologist  Werber  was interested  in  social  organisations  including family,  community,
society, the state and social structure. His main concern was how to ensure cohesion in social
organisations and achieve set objectives through efficiency. In the view of Weber, achievement of
objectives and results in organisations are as a result of the following: legal-rational leadership,
which  is  imbued  with  authority;  hierarchical  ordering  of  positions;division  of  labour  and
specialisations; well-defined allocation of tasks ; compliance with laid down rules, regulations,
procedures and methods in execution of tasks.
Max Weber's model of bureaucracy can be described as the means of achieving organisational
efficacy in service delivery. The underlying assumption of Weber's model is that authority which
provides legitimacy to an organisation system is legal rational rather than traditional.(Alornyeku,
2011 : 15)
The positive traits associated with Werber's behavioural characteristics as outlined by Chapman
are  traits  of  objectivity,  independence,  neutrality  and  sequence.  The  negative  side  of  the
behavioural characteristics, however, are inflexibility, rigidity and indiscretion in achievement of
objectives and service delivery. (Alornyeku , 2011 : 17)
Application of Weber’s theoretical approach to the project
Weber’s theoretical concepts of the ideal type of the state and ideal type of bureaucracy were
presented in order to define how the state institutions should be working in terms of public
service delivery.  In other words, they are just criteria for states to try conform. The more focus
were on ideal type of bureaucracy which embody the state and is responsible for the management
and coordination of education provision. This theoretical approach is important since it will be
used as an analytical tool in order to see whether or not ( according to Robert Rotberg) Nigeria
deviates from ideal type of the state and might be called as a failed state. However, the Weberian
model is not universal, meaning that not all the states have to fit this model, therefore, some
critical approaches to it were presented.
More reflections on that theoretical approach will be presented in the discussion part.
CRITICAL RESPONSES TO WEBERIAN IDEAL TYPE OF THE STATE
AND BUREAUCRACY 
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In this part we would like give some critical reflections on the Weberian ideal type of state and
bureaucracy, since according to some scholars it is not a universal model and it is rather an
objective which will never be achieved. ( Blau and Meyer, 1956) Therefore, it is questionable
whether or not it would be sufficient enough to apply it for African states in order to be able to
conclude that, because states do not conform to Western model, they must therefore be deficient. 
Criticisms for Weber’s definition of bureaucracy
Blau and Meyer are critical of interpretations of Weber’s use of the ‘ideal type ‘ saying,
“This methodological concept does not represent an average of the attributes of all  existing
bureaucracies  (or  other  social  structures),  but  a  pure type,  derived by abstracting  the most
characteristic  bureaucratic  aspects  of  all  known organisations.(Blau  and Meyer,  1956 :  24)
Since perfect bureaucratisation is never fully realised, no empirical organisation corresponds
exactly to this scientific construct.” … The criticism has been made that Weber’s analysis of an
imaginary type does not  provide understanding of  concrete  bureaucratic  structures.  But  this
criticism obscures  the fact  that  the ideal-type construct  is  intended as  a guide in  empirical
research, not as a substitute of it.” (Blau and Meyer 1956 : 24)
From his own perspective Weber was aware of the likely dysfunctionality associated with his
bureaucratic  model  and predicted the following:  conflict  of interest  of  bureaucrats;  abuse of
bureaucratic  power  and  authority;  corruption  and  other  forms  of  exploitations;  political  in-
fighting; appropriations of positions and resources.(Alornyeku : 2011 ; 2)
In the traditional Weberian bureaucratic administration, public organisations are allocated with
the responsibility of maintaining law and order, collection of revenue, and provision of service.
However, customer satisfaction is not considered as a priority even though in the contemporary
organization client satisfaction should be the primary objective.(Alornyeku : 2011 , 7)
Max Weber  refers to  bureaucracy as  the ideal  and rational  type of  administration useful  for
achievement of the positive results. He however notes the dysfunctions of bureaucracy due to
excessive application of its guiding principles by office holders. Indeed excessive bureaucracy
:negatively  impacts  on  social  and  economic  development,  especially  in  the  poor  countries.
(Alornyeku : 2011)
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Critical responses to Weber’s ideal type of the state
In this chapter the critical approaches to the Weberian normative theory of the ideal type of the
state will be presented. This critical perspective later on will be reflected in the discussion part of
this project.
According to Weber’s theoretical perspective, where he defines state from political sociology
perspective - the state ( bureaucracy) has the legitimacy in terms of public service delivery and
the modern states have to be functioning according to that model. Even though some authors
( e.g. Zartman ) argues that there is no typical ‘African state’ and promotes Western -style model
for Africa.( Chesterman, Ignatieff, Thakur:2005, 17)
However there are authors who argue that the European model on the nation-state is simply the
wrong institutions for the continent.
Thomas Bierschenk and Jean Pierre Olivier de Sardan propose empirical perspective looking at
the state as a public service provider. In terms of analysing the delivery state they oppose to
normative visions of governance ( for example the one proposed by Max Weber) which are very
general , they rather define the state just as one form of governance prevailing among others,
instead of being a regulatory authority.( Olivier de Sardan, 2009)
‘ Our definition on the other hand focuses on a specific function of collective action, authority or
regulation,  which  for  a  long  time  was  associated  with  the  State,  and  which  today  can  be
implemented by other types of institutions and players.’ ( Olivier de Sardan, 2009:5)
According to the Jean Pierre Olivier De Sardan, state is perceived as a manager of public service
delivery alongside other institutions.( Olivier de Sardan, 2009: 6)
Thomas Bierschenk in his article ‘Sedimentation, Fragmentation and Normative Double-Binds
in  (  West)  African  Public  Services’ also  criticizes  Weberian  ideal  type  of  state,  where  the
bureaucracy is viewed as a typical form of domination in modern societies. He argues, that it is a
misconception to consider African states functioning and dysfunctioning according to deviations
from Western model. ( Bierschenk & Olivier de Sardan, 2014: 4) Even though African states are
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similar  to European states,  but  at  the same time they are different.  He argues  that  the state
building process didn’t end up with the establishment of the colonial state, it  is rather never
ending, therefore European statehood concept does not really fit to African state. He proposes,
that the current debates on statehood in Africa also need to be read against the background of
these  very  different  philosophical  positions.  (Bierschenk  & Olivier  de  Sardan  ,  2014:8)  He
argues,  that  Weber’s ideal type of the state is  just  an analytical categories  which is  not real
objects, and it is not surprising that African bureaucracy does not conform with his model.
To sum up this chapter, the role of the State, is not adequately expressed in terms of domination
phenomena (the monopoly of legitimate violence, according to Max Weber), but rather as the
institution  providing  and  managing  public  services  which  is  equal  among  other  non-state
institutions.
HOW HAS THE NIGERIAN STATE BEEN ESTABLISHED? 
This chapter will be based on the investigations looking from the historical perspective on the
formation of the Nigerian state since colonial rule was established until emergence of democracy.
The aim of this chapter is to investigate how the institutions have been established and how the
current ruling system has emerged?
It is important to emphasize that the Nigerian state, indeed all post colonial states, should be seen
as “works - in - progress,” given their short history. Within the context of some lasting structural
features, these states have also been developing. Either by force of circumstance, or as a result of
deliberate choice, the Nigerian state has tried many experiments as “nation - building”. Many
have failed, but all have left a tangible heritage of stateness. (Samatar ,2002:169)
With the establishment  of  colonial  rule,  the European form of  statehood was projected onto
African  societies.  (Samatar,2002:169)  Looking  from  the  colonial  state,  highly  fragmented,
mercantilist administrative state can be seen, which created a single socio - political space but at
the  same  time  kept  its  constitutive  units  apart.  This  colonial  pattern  was  reinforced  by the
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processes  of  identity  formation  in  pre  -  colonial  and  colonial  society.  The traditional  rulers
became the guardians of sectarian communal tendencies within the state. It was not really that
these traditional rulers and their communities were defending “tradition”. As Mamdani points
out, “native administration” was not just a  form of administration, it became the  essence  of the
colonial  state.(Mamandi  1996) Any community wanting to  access the state had to speak the
language of chieftaincy and community. The colonial state set the pace when, in the 1920s, it
sought to create “warrant chiefs” in areas that had no tradition of centralized authority. This logic
has become so internalized in the Nigerian context that no self - respecting community would
fail to create its own chieftaincy.(Samatar:2002,169) It was also the colonial state which created
the institutions and patterns of resource extraction and distribution which forms the foundation of
the patron - client networks that have become inherent in the Nigerian state.
Furthermore,the first military intervention in Nigeria occurred in January 1966 when the civilian
government was overthrown in a military coup. This effectively marked the commencement and
succession of military governments in the nation's political history.  Military-rule lasted untill
1979,  when  Head  of  State,  General  Olusegun  Obasanjo  handed  over  power  to  the  civilian
government of President Shehu Shagari.
The administration was in power until 1983 when it was overthrown and the military once again
come into governance.  Nigeria  again  witnessed another  round of  military governments  until
1993 when General Ibrahim Babaginda who was the head of the military government, put in
place  an  temporary  civilian  administration  charged  with  conducting  elections.  This
administration lasted for only three months. The new military administration was conducted by
General Sani Abacha.
Communalism, extraction of peasant surpluses, and the politics of patronage can be considered
as  the  central  features  of  the  colonial  and  post  -  colonial  Nigeria  up  to  about  1966.
(Samatar:2002,170) Although the post colonial state continued to maintain the essential features
of the colonial  state, it  fundamentally transformed the distribution of power within state and
society.  Gradual  implementation of  a  decolonisation  programme granted  Nigerian politicians
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control over regional governments leaving the colonial government with control over foreign
affairs, before finally divesting itself of power in 1960.(Akude:2007)
What radical and neo - liberal analysts often fail to point out, is the way in which state formation
process continued, even under the difficult circumstances. It was a period when uniform electoral
system was developed in  the  country.  Before  1979,  the electorate  and political  parties  were
structured strictly along regionalist lines. Furthermore, women did not have the right to vote in
Northern Nigeria. The post -1970 period also saw the strengthening of institutions such as trade
unions,  the  students  movement,etc.  Moreover,  the  Nigerian  state  of  the  1970s  was  a  much
stronger institution than its immediate post - colonial equivalent.The control capacity of the state
increased  ,  even  if  its  administrative  capacity  and  hegemony  remained  problematic.
(Samatar:2002.171) Although there are quite few positive developments, some negative factors
should be indicated as well. The phenomenon of corruption was to become even more pervasive
in independent Nigeria, politicians did everything possible in order to win or maintain power.
Violence  became  synonymous  with  the  struggle  for  political  power  all  over  Nigeria.
(Akude:2007)
There are many lessons to be learned from the history of the Nigerian state formation. The most
important though is about its ability of handling internal differences within the African state. In
this particular sense, Nigeria is both - a negative and a positive example: negative - in how not to
entrench differences in the political process and the state structure, and a positive - in the sense
of learning how to cope in the event of such unfortunate development.(Samatar:2002,172)
HOW IS EDUCATION BEING DELIVERED BY NIGERIAN STATE?
The aim of the third research question is to investigate how the education, which is viewed as a
public good and fundamental human right, is provided by the state. Therefore, the governance of
the education by the state will be analysed . At the very beginning, the Nigerian state will be
described meaning that the different state’s tiers such as Federal, Local and State governments
will be described; subsequently their functioning in terms of education delivery will be discussed
and the  specific  case  presented  in  order  to  understand how Nigerian  state  is  functioning in
regards to education provision to its citizens. 
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The Nigerian State in terms of education provision
The Nigerian education system is decentralized under a federal structure, and public education is
a simultaneous responsibility of the federal, state, and local governments, with a fast growing
private  sector.  The  federal  government  plays  a  dominant  role  in  the  provision  of  tertiary
education;  state  governments  provides  mainly  secondary  and  regionally  focused  tertiary
education; and local governments provides basic education. (The UN Secretary , 2013 : 2)
The  relative  roles  of  the  three  stages  of  government—the  federal  government,  the  state
governments,  and  the  local  government  authorities  (LGAs)—in  public  service  delivery  has
emerged as one of the most important topics of open and vigorous debate in the new democratic
climate in Nigeria. There have been increasing calls for intergovernmental fiscal relations to be
re-evaluate  in  light  of  a  widespread  belief  that  although  the  states  and  LGAs  are  assigned
primary responsibility for the delivery of basic public services, they are not equipped enough
with adequate revenue resources to fulfill their expenditure obligations because the majority of
government revenues is retained by the federal government. (Kmehani ,2001 : 1)
In the following, the programs carried out by Nigerian state will be presented together with their
main  objectives  and  obstacles.  Furthermore,  discussion  will  follow  of  whether  they  were
implemented and supported by the state’s  institutions.
Since independence,  the Nigerian education system has proceed a range of different reforms
when both  the State and the Federal Government have engaged in the implementation of the
programs.( The UN Secretary :1)  Education was considered as an important aspect of National
Development  Program because  education  helps  to  empower  people  to  economic  and  social
freedom as well as it equally helps in transforming human capital for economic advancement.
(George, Olayiwola et., 2013 :1)  For example, in 1980s the Nigerian government has announced
the Fourth National  Development Plan with the aim to improve the education quality at  all
levels.  (George, Olayiwola et.,2013 :1) Subsequently,  in 1992 according to national initiative
program ‘Operation save our school programme’ was established where the civil society role in
planning , management and funding of schools was emphasized.( George, Olayiwola et .,2013:
2) However, even though those programmes were announced in National Development Plans
they  were  implemented  successfully  and  mostly  due  to  the  reasons  such  as  poorly  trained
teachers, poor teaching ,technology and underfunding. (George, Olayiwola et .,2013: 1) In the
following chapter, the state’s developed education program ( Universal Basic Education)  will be
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taken into account in order to analyze more in details how the state is providing education and
challenges it meets. 
Universal Basic Education
 A key policy initiative though focused on basic education is  the Universal Basic Education
Policy. This policy was passed in 2004 by state government following the establishment of the
Universal  Basic  Education  (UBE)  Program  in  2000.  While  the  UBE  policy  preserves  the
constitutional  responsibilities  of  states  and  local  government  to  finance  and  manage  basic
education,  it  expands the roles, responsibilities,  and investment of the federal government in
basic education as well.(The UN Secretary :  2013 ,2)  The main objectives of the UBE policy is
“to  eradicate  illiteracy,  ignorance  and  poverty  as  well  as  stimulate  and  accelerate   national
development, political consciousness, and national integration” (UBEC 2012). Importantly, the
policy seeks to provide nine years of free, compulsory basic education to all Nigerian children by
2015.  The program also aims to provide skills for out - of school children, literacy for adults,
and  education  for  disadvantaged  groups  including  girls  and  nomadic  population.  (The  UN
Secretary , 2013 :2)
However, the objectives of this program were not achieved because, free basic education is still
far  from  reality  in  Nigeria,  and  poverty  remains  one  of  the  key  obstacles  to  progress  in
improving access to basic education. The costs for school - including direct costs such as fees,
uniforms, textbooks; and indirect costs, as a result of the loss of children’s time for work-impact
the age of primary enrollment, attendance and completion. (The UN Secretary : 2013 ; 9)
‘ Poverty also affects families’ ability to invest in early childhood education, which in turn has
an impact on age of entry into primary school and learning outcomes.’  (The UN Secretary  :
2000 ; 9) 
The government only funds 10 percent of existing early childhood education centers in Nigeria,
while parents and other private entities are the largest contributors to this particular sector (Ajayi
2008). Adequate public funding of early childhood education sector, and supervision of private
pre - primary institutions, is a major nowadays challenge in Nigerian state. (The UN Secretary :
2013 ; 9)
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The main reason why the goals of Universal Basic Education Project were not achieved was
inadequate funding from state in order to contribute to the successful implementation of this
project. There is a huge lack of information on state and local expenditures for education and
therefore the behaviour of bureaucrats becomes questionable in terms of distribution of their
priorities regarding the provision of education. (The UN Secretary :  2013 ; 12)
WHY NIGERIAN STATE  IS NOT ABLE TO PROVIDE EDUCATION BY
ITSELF?
In the fourth research question we aim to analyze the behaviour of the bureaucrats who are
responsible  for  education  delivery by the  state.  The concept  of  the  real  governance  will  be
utilized in order to investigate what bureaucracies are expected to do and what do they do in
reality. Since the concept of the real governance is empirically based, and due to the fact that we
were not able to make our own empirical studies, we have decided to utilize two different, Chris
Willott  and Michael Roll developed micro- level empirical analysis on African states through
bureaucracies. However, at the very beginning it is important to describe the concept of the real
governance.
Real governance concept
Real  governance  is  a  concept  which  defines  the  current  governance  system within  African
countries ( ‘as it is’, ‘reality’). (Olivier de Sardan, 2008:4) Jean -Pierre Olivier de Sardan in the
article   ‘  Researching  practical  norms  of  real  governance  in  Africa’, discusses   the  real
governance  in  Africa.  In  current  literature  on  Africa,  the  overall  characterisation  of  African
socio-political realities is often treated as self-evident, and as having been already extensively
documented.  States  and  public  services  operate  in  clientelist  mode,  the  general  model  is
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neopatrimonial in nature and most practices fall into what is called the informal realm.( Olivier
de Sardan, 2008: 1) He analyses the behaviour and accountability of the bureaucrats and how
public institutions really operate in Africa , in contrast to their official judgement through the
spectrum of the divergences between  norms and practices (practical norms) which is so obvious
within the African states.
“Practical norms are the various informal rules,tacit or latent , that underpin those practices of
public actors which do not conform to formal professional and bureaucratic norms” ( Olivier de
Sardan, 2008)
It  is  important  to  emphasize,  that  those divergences are  understood in  the context  of value
judgments  as  well  as  practical  norms  exist  on  unconsciousness  rather  than  conscious  level.
( Bierschenk & Olivier de Sardan, 2014) The author focuses on the two types of norms such as
social and professional ones which explain the further mentioned concepts such as clientelism,
neopatrimonialism and informality. Social norms are closely related to values and are embedded
in ideologies. They are generally taken to apply to an entire society or as emanating from one.
They are  accessible  through  tradition,  education,  morals,  religion,  or  the  works  of  classical
ethnographers.(Olivier de Sardan, 2008:  8) Whereas,  the professional norms are defined and
explicit,  and understood as such, by the relevant actors. They are formalised through official
documents (laws, decrees, decisions and regulations), procedures (the bureaucratic rationality of
Max Weber is, to a great extent, a procedural rationality), organisational structures, terms and
conditions, programmes, trainings, ethics and monitoring etc. (Olivier de Sardan , 2008:8)  Jean
Pierre  Olivier  de  Sardan  argues,  that  governments  and  public  services  is  the  significant
divergence between the official norms that govern these institutions and the actual behaviour of
their employees. Bureaucrats do not really follow the official ( professional) norms at their work
as they suppose to. ( Olivier de Sardan, 2008)
Public sphere should be regulated through professional ( official) norms rather than social ones.
Real governance in Africa  is not a homogenous. It is composed of multiple dimensions. It faces
on  every  front  a  pluralism  of  forms  of  action.  The  whole  purpose  is  to  encourage  greater
compliance with formal rules by public actors. (Olivier de Sardan, 2008:4)
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The first part of the analysis will focus on Chris Willott micro-level empirical analysis based on
nine months of ethnographic fieldwork carried out in a university in the South Eastern Nigeria in
2007. The author takes a neopatrimonial approach to the African state ( in this case Nigeria).
The  neopatrimonialism  approach  to  the  African  states  is  composed  of  methodological
perspective  of  the  political  science  where  the  Weberian  logic  of  rational  -legal  ideal  and
deviations from it and  thematic approach  where African public services are defined from the
characteristics such as corruption, patronage and informality dominate. (  Bierschenk & Olivier
de Sardan :2014, 90)
The aim of this research was to investigate two different academic groups , their behaviour and
opportunities  for  careers  at  the  social  policy department  at  the  University  of  South  Eastern
Nigeria (USEN). According to the author, understanding the work of the relationships from the
micro-level is useful in order to understand the dynamics of the African state and how it might
better serve its people. ( Bierschenk & Olivier de Sardan :2014, 112)
In this case, the university environment was analysed since it  is the arena where the individual
‘meets’ the state. pp4  In other words, the university is the institution where the bureaucracy
prevails. The competition for academic careers between the two different factions such as anti-
selected club (  ASC) and select  club for resources  is  described.  (  Bierschenk & Olivier de
Sardan :2014, 91)
Therefore, the concept of factionalism is viewed as a very important here, which is defined as
follow :
‘A competition for resources between structurally and functionally similar groups of individuals.’
( Bierschenk & Olivier de Sardan :2014, 90)
In order to understand the concept of factionalism , which is very important in this empirical
research, it is best described according to five characteristics of factions: they engage in conflict;
are  political;  are  not  corporate  groups,  meaning that  they are basically ‘impermanent’;  their
members are recruited by a leader; and members are recruited on diverse principles. ( Bierschenk
& Olivier de Sardan :2014, 92)
In this case, the competition is for the careers of academics in a Nigerian university. The two
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different groups seek both the same interest.  It is important to mention, that in general,  the
factionalism takes place in different arenas- particularly political parties but also bureaucracies,
chiefdoms,  trade  unions,  employers’ organizations  and  religious  groups  (  Bayart,  1991)-  of
African social and political life. ( Bierschenk & Olivier de Sardan :2014, 92)
The  key  characteristics  of  factional  group  is  that  they  seek  to  ‘replicate  themselves  in  the
appointments they make, in order to increase their numerical strength and reinforce their power
in department’. ( Bierschenk & Olivier de Sardan :2014, 95)
Before going to discussion it is important to define those two different dominant groups at the
University.
The factionalism in the social policy department emerged in 1960s when the department was
largely split among ideological lines -liberal group and a ‘Marxist’ group. ( Bierschenk & Olivier
de Sardan :2014, 94)
The first group is called anti-select club inherent to Marxism ideology. However, currently
the  ASC  members  were  rather  more  self-  interested  than  their  rhetorical  commitment  to
socialism  and  scholarship  might  suggest,  as  individual  success  rather  than  ideological
advancement was a key goal.( Bierschenk & Olivier de Sardan :2014, 97)
It  is  important  to  mention,  that  they  tried  to  hide  that  factor  emphasizing  that  hard  work,
meritocracy and a socialist political ideology and work against the select club’s focus on material
gain.( Bierschenk & Olivier de Sardan :2014, 98) 
Moreover, the key more characteristics  is that the faction members would often emphasize the
‘traditions’ and ‘culture’ of the department.
‘ If you are not too careful in learning and understanding how we function, the tendency (is) that
you might bring in some of the practices that are not known here’.( Bierschenk & Olivier de
Sardan :2014, 96)
Another important characteristic which was found during the research is the dominance of the
leader  and  his  impact  on  academics  belonging  to  that  group  current  and  future  careers.  (
Bierschenk & Olivier de Sardan :2014, 97)
Another faction at the university is called the select club. The main difference between those two
factions is that the select club is a semi-official group, much more organised, had more control of
the social policy department in terms of having a significant influence over decisions on such
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issues as allocation of resources, staff promotions and committees memberships. ( Bierschenk &
Olivier de Sardan :2014, 98)
Moreover, it is important to mention that the select group possessed an openly espoused goal of
the acquisition of material wealth whereas the members see themselves as ‘select’ in these terms,
not in terms of academic or intellectual prowess.  ( Bierschenk & Olivier de Sardan :2014, 98)
This logic was based on a belief that personal material advancement, even at the expense of the
university, was justified and represented a legitimate goal.(  Bierschenk & Olivier de Sardan :
2014, 100) Furthermore, in contrast to ASC members, the select club in social policy operated on
the basis of collective decision-making, in that decisions taken by individuals had to be agreed
on by all members.( Bierschenk & Olivier de Sardan :2014, 99)
Its primary role was to act as protector of individuals and to ensure that they advanced up the
academic  ladder  as  quickly  and  efficiently  as  possible  and  gain  membership  of  important
departmental  and  faculty  committees,  both  of  which  give  greater  power  to  the  group.  (
Bierschenk & Olivier de Sardan :2014, 99)
During his research the author found only one person who wasn’t a member of any of the two
factions. The research shows, that he had a difficulties in order to gain access to  promotion and
he appeared  to  be  more  marginalized  of  all  members  of  the  department  .  This  kind  of  the
relationship illustrates the extent to which obligation is a key concept in understanding Nigerian
state and society. ( Bierschenk & Olivier de Sardan :2014, 101)
The  factionalism at  the  university  has  been  analysed  from a  few  different  aspects  such  as
recruitment and promotion of academic staff. The researcher found out that that the recruitment
is now much more based on connections to factions, ethnicity,  political ideology, beliefs and
qualifications of course, but it is important where it was obtained. (  Bierschenk & Olivier de
Sardan :2014, 102)
 Regarding promotion, the findings showed that it is dependent on a variety of official criteria ,
however without depending to any faction it was more difficult to gain access to promotion. (
Bierschenk & Olivier de Sardan :2014, 104)
In other words, to get a promotion  not only the high-ranking from foreign institutions is needed,
or having a  PhD,  but also the personal  connections  play an important  role.(  Bierschenk &
Olivier de Sardan :2014,107)
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Application of Practical Norms in Analysis
The research findings showed, that  bureaucrats  at  the university work according to  practical
rather than official norms as they suppose to.
First of all,  the different factions of that university compete not for improving the quality of
service delivery, but rather for self-interests, seeking their own material advancement.
Furthermore, the lack of official norms can be seen from the recruitment and promotion aspects,
where the high competencies of the academics which should be viewed as the most important
factor in terms of recruitment or promotion, since more qualified academic, would be able to
provide the better services for the students. However, as it was described above, the connections
to and ideologies of the particular faction play a crucial role.  In that sense, the clientelism mode
is seen, which , according to Jean Pierre Olivier de Sardan is widely spread in the whole Africa.
Another important concept is clientelism. When applied to modern-day African
Whereas clientelism, according to Jean Pierre Olivier de Sardan in his article  ‘Researching for
the practical norms and real governance in Africa’ define it as follow:
‘ It conjures up images of, in particular, widespread civil service recruitment practices aimed at
granting favours based on allegiances and family ties, and income derived by corrupt means,
which stand in sharp contrast to official recruitment norms based on competitive exams,
qualifications or merit.’ ( Olivier de Sardan, 2008: 6)
Moreover, it is an evident that some bureaucrats /academics at public institution work follow
social norms, as Jean Pierre Olivier de Sardan has emphasized in his article  ‘Researching  the
practical norms of real governance in Africa’ , since as this case proved that in order to get
recruited or promotion the ideologies are considered as a very important. The self-interest , little
care of the people interest, unqualified staff, corruption and all other indicators found during this
research which define the bureaucracy of Nigeria might be one of the explanation why the State
faces problems in terms of public service delivery.
To sum up, it is obvious that academic at the universities functions according to the practical but
not official norms and therefore it might be one of the reasons why the state struggles to provide
the public service for society. Clientelism, neopatrimonialism and informality prevailing among
bureaucrats might be viewed as the obvious deviations from the ideal type of bureaucracy. Since
this multi-level analysis is based just on one institutions, however, once again , as the author said
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it  is  possible  that  the  findings  of  the  functioning of  one  public  institution  providing public
services might overlap with the others.( Bierschenk & Olivier de Sardan :2014, 119)
In  other  part  of  the  analysis  of  the  Nigerian  state  functioning  through  bureaucracies,  the
empirical study  developed by Michael Roll will be presented. It is important to mention, that
this  research  does  not  consider  education,  but  focus  on  the  other  sectors  of  public  goods.
However, we have decided to utilize this case in order to show that Nigeria in different sectors
might perform differently.
This research  is opposite to  Chris Willott findings in a sense that this study claims that some
public institutions in Nigeria are able to function quite successfully. (  Bierschenk & Olivier de
Sardan :2014, 365)
 In other words, even though it is often argued that the public service concept is alien to many
developing countries,  meaning  that the state which is often portrayed as weak, corrupt is not
able to provide public services properly.( Bierschenk & Olivier de Sardan :2014, 391)
 Michael Roll neglects that idea. Therefore, the aim of this study,where public administration is
viewed as  a  political  process,   is  to  show two positive  examples  of  public  service  delivery
institutions in Nigeria and  which are crucial for the process of establishing or rebuilding more or
less effective state.(  Bierschenk & Olivier de Sardan :2014, 369)  These institutions are called
‘pocket of effectiveness’.
‘The pockets of effectiveness ( PoE) are public organisations that deliver public services
relatively effectively in context of largely ineffective government.’( Bierschenk & Olivier de
Sardan ,2014: 365)
PoE are semi-autonomous, state-related organisations. However  a certain degree of autonomy
from the public  administration system is  indispensable for those organisations   to emerge.  (
Bierschenk & Olivier de Sardan ,2014: 388)
Moreover, the most important factors explaining the emergence of PoE  are as follow: leadership,
management, political management. ( Bierschenk & Olivier de Sardan ,2014: 376)
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 While the leadership and management factors are vital,  they can only produce PoE if these
political conditions are in place. ( Bierschenk & Olivier de Sardan ,2014: 374)
Political management influences and is important since a political actor(s)has the interests and
motivations in an effective delivery of  a particular public service and it can lead politicians and
top civil servants to find it more rational to make public organisation work PoE are the result out
of it. ( Bierschenk & Olivier de Sardan ,2014: 377)
 Since public service delivery is viewed from political sociology perspective, therefore the PoE
are considered rather as the elements for rebuilding states and more accountable and democratic
state society relations in weak governance state. 
The  research  project  developed  by  Michael  Roll  has  analysed  two  the  very  successful
organisations such as the National Agency for Food and Drug Administration (NAFDAC) and
the  National  Agency  for  the  Prohibition  of  Traffic  in  persons  and  other  related  matters
( NAPTIP). ( Bierschenk & Olivier de Sardan ,2014:370)
 Those institutions which emerged as government agencies  are referred to PoE. ( Bierschenk &
Olivier de Sardan , 2014:371)
 By these successful cases, the researcher sought to show,  as it was mentioned earlier, that in
some cases the public services are delivered quite successfully. The important findings are that
the bureaucrats behave rationally and self-interested ( in this case it was mentioned that they do
that, but it also might lead to effectiveness of public service delivery) but the reasons why do
they do so are an opposite to the finding of Chris Willott,  where he emphasized the cultural
( ‘mentality’) and ideological reasons for behaving not according to the official norms. Michael
Roll  explained  that  the  organisation  of  the  public  organisations  is  often  low  in  developing
countries due to the institutional context. ( Bierschenk & Olivier de Sardan , 2014:386)
 The author claims, that given an adequate institutional context , management techniques and
incentives appear to have degree of universal applicability. ( Bierschenk & Olivier de Sardan,
2014:387) However,  bureaucratic procedures in Nigeria are not as strongly institutionalised ,
meaning that  there is  no ‘command state’(  command mode of governance).  (  Bierschenk &
Olivier de Sardan ,2014:389)
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 This lack of institutionalisation of low-based bureaucratic procedures leads to functioning or
personalisation:
“If I cannot get my public services based on my rights as a citizen , which are routinely
recognized, I will try to get them by referring to my social status through my personal
networks.”( Bierschenk & Olivier de Sardan ,2014: 389)
The findings  from the two analysed organisation -  the NAPTIP and the NAFDAC are very
opposed to the USN.
First of all, the aspects such as promotion and recruitment and the role of the leader differ in a
sense. While the recruitment to the USN is based on connections and clientelism , in the PoE the
recruitment was based on merit  and qualifications ,  however the commitment to the mission
( especially for leaders) of agency was considered as an important factor in the PoE as well .
( Bierschenk & Olivier de Sardan ,2014: 380)
There are some  important factors which might explain why these particular organisations (PoE)
were  doing  well.  They are  as  such:  a  good  remuneration,  anti-corruption  issues,  a  positive
‘organisational culture’, communicative leader nurturing at all levels. ( Bierschenk & Olivier de
Sardan ,2014:382)
To shortly sum up this research, it is obvious that Nigerian bureaucracies are able to perform
well , however, the self-interest of bureaucrats is also obvious factor within this research.
General conclusion of analysis part
The two cases showed two different perspectives how the Nigerian state is working. The first
research developed by Chris Willott proved, that clientelism, neopatrimonialism and informality
which  are  the  key factors  explaining  real  governance  in  Africa,  exist  at  the  administrative
performance at  the  university.  The competition  between factions  for  self-interests  (  material
advancement) instead of trying provide better services, the promotion and recruitment based on
connections  and  ideologies  rather  qualifications  and  merit  are  the  factors  inherited  to
bureaucracy at  the  university.  All  those  factors  lead  to  understanding,  that  the  university  is
administrative performance is based not on official but rather  practical norms.
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The other research developed by Michael Roll proves that some public institutions perform quite
well in service delivery. However, the self-interests of the bureaucrats is obvious in this research
as well. However, as Michael Roll  found out, this self-interest of politicians might in some cases
lead to effectiveness of the public service provision.
However, it is obvious, that in both findings the self-interest of the politicians exist even though
the reasons for that differ and as Michael Roll argued the self-interest is not because of culture or
individual reasons, but due to bad work conditions of bureaucrats or low-level of institutionalised
bureaucracy.
WHAT  ARE  THE  RELATIONSHIPS  BETWEEN  THE  NIGERIAN
GOVERNMENT AND OTHER EDUCATION PROVIDERS?
Nevertheless,  the  delivery  of  goods and services  by the state  is  still  common in all  parts  of  Africa,
whatever imperfect or fractional, and the state is regarded everywhere as ultimately responsible for this
delivery, in one form or another:i.e. as the main operator, a joint actor, regulator or guarantor. ( George,
Olayiwola et .:2013, 3)
Therefore, the aim of this chapter is to investigate how the different actors ( non-state actors)
deliver education within Nigerian state and how they cooperate with the state in terms of public
service delivery . In other words, we aim to investigate whether or not Nigerian state which is
responsible for public service delivery is able to keep the control ( regulatory authority) in the
activity of the other actors. In order to answer our fifth research question, the different concepts
such as co-delivery, twilight institutions and the local modes of governance will be presented and
incorporated in the discussion.
At the very beginning it is important to define the concepts such as co-delivery  and twilight
institutions which will be incorporated in the further analyzes of  certain cases.
‘ Co-delivery is a consequence of the state’s inability, in one of its statutory functions, which is also a
delivery function, to ensure this delivery by itself. ‘(  Bierschenk & Olivier de Sardan ,2014:423)
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In other words, the term means that there are more actors ( non-state) which together with state
provide the public goods for citizens.
Another  important  concept  which  will  be  discussed  through  the  cases  is  called  twilight
institutions. According to Jean Pierre Olivier de Sardan, the concept is defined as follow:
‘Twilight institutions are organisations that perform state functions without belonging to the
state. ‘ ( Bierschenk & Olivier de Sardan ,2014:420)
The key characteristics of these twilight institutions are that they have their own legitimacy and
are able to operate without state’s supervision. ( Bierschenk & Olivier de Sardan ,2014: 420). 
As it was discussed earlier ( RQ 3), the Nigerian state services are often unable to deliver goods
for which it is responsible through its own efforts and thus faces many problems, therefore the
non-State  Actors  (NSAs)  play  an  important  role  in  order  to  enhance  the  quality  of  service
delivery in Nigeria’s primary education. (Olivier de Sardan : 2009, 5)
According  to  Jean  Pierre  Olivier  de  Sardan,  any  organised  form  of  this  delivery  (each
institutional  arrangement),  operating  according  to  specific  standards,  and  implementing  a
specific  normative  and  formal  rules,  but  simultaneously each of  them has  its  own informal
regulation mechanisms, can then be considered to be a ‘mode of governance’.  ( Bierschenk &
Olivier de Sardan ,2014:421)
Jean- Pierre Olivier de Sardan in the article  ‘The delivery  state in Africa.  Interface bureaucrats,
professional cultures and the bureaucratic mode of governance’ (2008),  debates about the modes of
governance in regard to goods and service delivery ( in the case of this project report- education)
where  the  complexity  of  actors  and  their  roles  are  described.  The  concept  of  a  mode  of
governance  which  always  has  to  be  used  in  the  plural  and  almost  automatically  implies  a
comparative perspective, in the article is described as follow:
‘ It is an institutional mechanism for the delivery of public or collective goods and services”.
( Bierschenk & Olivier de Sardan , 2014:420)
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According to Jean Pierre Olivier de Sardan , there are eight modes of governance, whereas four
of them are defined as a public modes of governance since they are supposed to serve public
interest.  They  are  as  follow:  the  bureaucratic  mode  of  governance  (  state  services),  the
development project -based mode of governance (development projects and aid interventions),
the  associational  mode  of  governance  (  associations,  cooperatives,  farmers  groups,)  and
municipal  mode  of  governance  (arising  from recent  decentralization,  and  implementation  of
elected local governments).( Bierschenk & Olivier de Sardan ,2014: 421)
 The religious mode of governance is similar in some way to the associational mode, therefore in
this case we would like to refer it associational mode of governance. ( Olivier de Sardan, 2009:
27)
Therefore, we have decided to utilize Jean Pierre Olivier de Sardan model of the public modes of
governance  and apply the specific cases to each in order to investigate the functioning of each. 
 Jean Pierre Olivier de Sardan article “ The eight modes of governance”(2009) will be analysed in
order to describe the main characteristics of each mode, whereas different academic articles and
reports will be analysed in order to describe the dominance of those actors in Nigeria.
State mode of governance
According  to  Jean  Pierre  Olivier  de  Sardan,  the  key  characteristics  of  the  State  mode  of
governance in Africa are as follow : the operation and the management of public services, the
professional culture of State servants, the day-to-day sociology of the authorities, the interactions
between public servants and citizens, the administrators and the administered, civil servants and
users, the diverse types of clientelism, corruption or political intervention which can be seen in
public machinery,  etc.  (  Olivier de Sardan, 2009: 5). Since the case of state mode of public
service delivery was described above (pp. 27-28), this chapter will not mention it anymore.
Development agencies
According to Jean Pierre Olivier de Sardan, the ‘developmentalist’ mode of governance has its
own different characteristics such as: the function of institutes and development aid agencies, the
strategies  and  types  of  intervention  by  their  local  divisions,  the  system of  projects  and  its
unintended effects, the concrete means of passing to the aid programme, the role of technical
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assistants, recourse to national and international consultants and so forth. ( Oliviers de Sardan :
2009, 6)
It  is  important  to  mention,  that  the  development  agencies  have  always  been  switching
desperately from one mode of governance to another, in order to get more influence. ( Olivier de
Sardan, 2014:425)
In  regards  to  Nigeria,  the  basic  education  sector  is  supported  by a  number  of  international
donors. The main partners are the UK Department for International Development (DFID), the
Japan International Cooperation Agency, UNESCO, UNICEF,the US Agency for International
Development (USAID), and the World Bank. The China International Development Agency and
Korean International Agency have also provided some support. (The UN Secretary :  2013) 
Case of “ Nigeria Primary Education Project”
For  this mode of governance, the program called “Nigeria Primary Education Project” which
was initiated by the World Bank in order to improve the overall quality of primary education in
fifty five Nigerian schools will be presented.
The World Bank took a responsibility of assisting “Nigeria Primary Education Project” in two
rural  and  one  urban  local  government  Area  (LGA)   with  the  objective  of  supporting  the
Government of Nigeria in order to reach the improvement in the quality of the schooling through
the  supply  of  instructional  materials,  enhancing  teachers  competence,  facilitating  school
management,  etc.(World  bank:  1999)  For  the  implementation  of  this  particular  project,
responsibility was redirected to The National Primary Education Commission (NPEC) because it
has a  power of  management  of  a  National  Primary Educational  Fund and simultaneously is
supervising the quality of the primary education.(World bank: No 130 ; 1999)
Investigation  took the  place  in  fifty  –  for  primary schools  and communities  across  Nigeria.
Including  two rural  and one  urban  Local  Government  Area  (LGA).  Environment  inside  the
school was indicated to be far from acceptable and favorable to learning. Condition in the class
was inadequate meaning that children were having lessons outside the classroom or sharing room
with four other  classrooms.  To make matters  worse,  teachers did not have even a minimum
qualification  for  primary school  teaching and in  this  way overall  quality  of  the  school  was
declined as well. (World bank: 1999)
The transfer  of  the  management  of  the  distribution  for  teacher's  salaries  from LGAs to  the
NPEC(National  Primary  Education  Commission)  and  the  State  Primary  Education  Boards
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(SPEBs),however, succeeded in ensuring that teacher's salaries are paid. Nevertheless, the fact
that  Education  Secretaries  are  responsible  to  SPEBs,rather  than  to  the  local  councils  which
actually hired them, has also resulted in tensions between the LGA and SPEBs.(World bank:
1999) This caused the pressures on the Education Secretaries, and a perception on the part of
local government that they are involved not meaningfully enough in the management of the
schools and in the regulation of resources which are available for their areas. SPEBs also took
over certain roles including supplies and maintenance which were previously designated as the
responsibility of Local Government.(World bank:  1999) Further  investigations revealed quite
various  but  generally high level  of  involvement  in  local  primary schools  by groups such as
schools committees, community based organization, individual community members, etc. Those
local  actors  contributes  significantly to  the construction  of  the school  building,  provision  of
materials,  etc(World  bank:  1999).  Many  communities  also  participate  in  promoting  the
enrollment of pupils, which may be have to be the responsibility of the local government) and
have input, although limited, into the management of schools. However, all those local actors are
faced with multiple and often overwhelming demands which originally are not suppose to be
perform by them, thus their  role  in the management  of primary education is  not really well
defined.(World bank: 1999)
Although the objectives of the project were agreed by local and state institutions, the process of
it caused an inability to share the responsibilities and roles of these two governmental bodies.
Consequently,  co-delivery can  be  applied   here,   because  even though state  has  done some
positive input, its role as regulatory authority was lost because it was unable to coordinate other
local actors responsible of the project's implementation. As a result  the quality of education did
not improve during the implementation of the project. This initiative, rather, laid the foundation
for improvements.(The World Bank : 2001) Causes of project's failure can be indicated such as
strong centralization, poor governance, and loss of trust in Government. The most successful
interventions interestingly, were those with substantial involvement of communities. (The World
Bank : 2001)
Associational mode of governance/ religious mode of governance
As it was mentioned above, there are many different actors and organisations within the concept
of  associational  mode  of  governance.  However,  the  religion  group,  even  though  it  takes  a
specific form of governance but according to Jean Pierre Olivier de Sardan is closely related to
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associational  mode of  governance.(Olivier  de  Sardan :  2009,27)  Since  the  religion  plays  an
important role in Nigeria ( Tomson 2012) we relate it to associational mode which is viewed as
one out of four modes which is suppose to serve public interests. (Thomson: 2012:3) As Jean
Pierre Olivier de Sardan emphasized, mostly churches and brotherhoods open healthcare centres,
distribute humanitarian aid or give help to the needy. ( Bierschenk & Olivier de Sardan :2014,
419)
However,  in  Nigeria  there  are  two  dominant  religious  groups  such  as  Islam  (  North)  and
Christianity ( South) (Thomson: 2012, 48) Therefore, the education by these religious groups are
delivered differently mostly depending on each ideological framework and due to that reason not
conforming Jean Pierre Olivier de Sardan definition on religion mode of governance mentioned
above.
As it  was found out by Insa Nolte in her research on “Religion, politics and governance in
Nigeria”(2009)  the Christian and Muslim organisation both contribute to and challenge state
institution. (Nolte: 2009, .3 )The contribution might be viewed from the perspective, that those
organisations supplement state’s activities in the sectors where the state fails  (education sector ),
therefore, it  leads to emergence of a co-delivery functions. The state is challenged, since the
programs of education depend on each religious group ideological framework and it could lead
to the lack of social cohesion in society. Furthermore, Christian whose education programs are
based  on  human,  social,  educational  development  which  developed  according  to  Western
knowledge.  (Nolte:2009,  100)  They demand for  a  reprivatization  of  former  mission  schools
which are currently under state control( Nolte:2009,7 )
Whereas, the Muslim schooling might be viewed as even more complicated, in terms of the state
and their cooperation, therefore, the short case will be introduced.
The Islamic religion  plays an increasingly important role in primary education, meaning that in
the North,  more children attend Koranic schools alongside or rather than formal based primary
schooling. (Akyeampong & Sabates & Hunt & Anthony : 2009 ; 32)
Islamic schools are on service for the large number of children in northern Nigeria, an estimated
two- thirds of all school - age children.(Akyeampong & Sabates & Hunt & Anthony : 2009 ; 32)
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The  reasons of lack of access to formal primary schooling might be due to traditional practices
and distrust of Western education which is propagated by state. Akyeampong & Sabates & Hunt
& Anthony : 2009 ; 33)
In that case, the religious groups play the role as ‘twilight institutions’ , since most of education
is provided by non -state organisation.
In order to elaborate more on issue of the lack of state control on religious groups , the case of
terrorist organisation of Boko Haram which is extremely active nowadays in Nigeria,  will be
discussed.
The   Boko  Haram  seeks  to  establish  Islamic  state  while  attacking  Christian,  government,
bombing  formal  schools  due  to  their  own   ideological  beliefs  which  are  against  Western
ideology.
“ Western education should be moderated through Islamic scholarship and thus began by setting
up an Islamic complex with a mosque and school “ (Thomson:2012, 51)
In terms of debating the relationships between the Nigerian government and Islamic religious
groups providing education, it is obvious, that the state is not able to control those groups.
“ The state’s inability to establish equitable and non-instrumental relationships with religious
groups [.....] also means that it is not able to mediate successfully between such organisations”.
(Nolte:2009, 100)
 
Even though there are some aspects about interaction between the religious groups and the state (
funding by the Federal governments), however, in some cases the religious groups are working
against  the state  as  the  Boko Haram case showed.  It  threatens  state’s  status  as  a  regulatory
authority since that terrorist organisation  manipulates by religious beliefs and use education as a
useful tool  in order to involve more people in their activity and achieve the political goals of the
north over the south. (Soyinka, 2012) That statement might be confirmed by the findings of
Usman (2006) who says that the quality and the level of education in the north are very low.
To shortly sum up, the case shows that the domination of the state’s role in coordination of the
religious groups is very limited and the question of the state as a regulatory authority is very
debatable. 
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Communal mode of governance
Communal  mode  of  governance  has  truly  been  implemented  through  policies  described  as
decentralization. 
Decentralization of government decision making can be viewed as more efficient in terms of
public service delivery and resource allocation, since the communities are closer to people and
knows what their actual needs are since citizens can be involved in communities management.
(Olivier de Sardan, 2009:5)
The  main  actors  are  the  municipalities  which  also  deliver  public  services  ,  such  as  the
management of drinking water, the registry and community schools. (Olivier de Sardan: 2009,
18) 
In Nigeria  there is some evidence of a high level of community involvement in local primary
schools, when it comes to infrastructure, construction and maintenance.  However, on a lesser
degree  when  it  comes  to  the  enrolment  of  students  and  management  of  schools.  Local
communities  are actively involved in the construction and maintenance of schools as well as in
the purchasing of the learning materials, and in teacher recruitment.  (Akyeampong & Sabates &
Hunt & Anthony : 2009 ; 32)
Case of  ‘Nigerian Community Education Project’
Project taken into account in the following, will be an example of how community can greatly
contribute  to  the  educational  development  by  itself,  with  only  slight  supervision  from
international donors and no regulation from Nigerian state. In other words, the main objectives
were not financial aid but rather promoting new teaching methods which might contribute to
better quality of education.
Between 1997 and 2002, British Council organized “Nigerian Community Education Project“
which gave some comprehension about the partnership between communities, adult and primary
learners.  
Generally,  this  project  was  designed  to  improve  primary schools,  adult  education  and build
community capabilities to be able to manage educational development in general. Project put
emphasis  on  specifically  primary  education,  particularly  for  women  and  girls  since  their
discrimination  remain  never  ending  problem in  Africa.(Akyeampong  &  Sabates  &  Hunt  &
Anthony : 2009 , 32) The goal of the program was to offer communities tangible and visible
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opportunities  to  contribute  to  education  quality  and   simultaneously  generate  their  greater
commitment to schools and improve accountability.
The communities of Nigeria were required to show sufficient commitment by contributing in the
fields such as labor or materials. Identified needs by community(e.g. literacy skills), and items
they were familiar with, became the basis for developing materials related to these needs and
afterwards were used in the adult classrooms.  (Akyeampong & Sabates & Hunt & Anthony :
2009,  32)Primary  education,  importantly,  tried  to  make  education  relevant  to  daily  life  by
drawing upon everyday activities and linking them to both: knowledge and skills development of
children.  Teachers  started  to  practice  activity  and  discussion  methods,  moreover,  so  called
inferential questioning technique was presented in the classroom which was a helpful tool in
order to develop children's cognitive skills.(Akyeampong & Sabates & Hunt & Anthony : 2009 ,
56)
Nigerian community members apparently responded positively to the  program that emphasized
their needs and interests from the very beginning and from that formed foundation for the further
development. Besides the obvious success , program also achieved some unexpected benefits
which includes big changes in the communities itself – they became more self – reliant, seeing
community  development  as  their  own  responsibility.(British  Council  :  2005)  Furthermore,
communities became more competent at handling their own projects after training in financial
management,  different  individuals  acknowledged  capabilities  within  themselves  they  were
unaware  before,neighbouring  communities  wanted  similar  educational  projects,etc. (British
Council : 2005)
To sum up,  “ Nigerian Community Education Project” proved that  local  communities in Nigeria are
absolutely capable  in  operating on their  own without  any intervention and regulation of  actual  state
actors.  The reason for that  might  be that  only the members of the community know best  what  their
essential needs and wants are and according to that, they can shape basis on not only their own welfare,
but improve the conditions of the neighboring communities as well.
Therefore, community can be named as a twilight institution because it performed without any 
supervision and regulation of the state even though coordination of the community should be one
of the  state’s functions.
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Chapter’s conclusion 
The analysis of different modes of governance shows that the Nigerian state’s role in each of
them is limited and in some cases the state is viewed as state with symbolic powers rather than
being a  regulatory authority.
For example in religious sector ( Islamic groups), state role as  a regulatory authority is very
limited not only in public service delivery , but also as the monopoly of territorial power, since
Boko Haram activity threatens it. 
In  regards  state’s  relationship  with  the  communal  mode  of  governance,  it  is  clear,  that
communities would rather be separated from the state meaning that the more qualified teaching
can be ensured.  However, to claim that communal mode is completely without  state control
would not be sufficient, since the Federal state is one of the providers of financial support for the
communities and their education development projects.( Nolte, 2009)  Regarding to the project-
based mode of governance and the case presented above, it is clear, that the donor countries not
only provide the funding for education development in Nigeria  but also implement their own
Western knowledge based education programs which might be more successful and provide a
better teaching quality while simultaneously reduce the rates of children dropping the schools
since  one  of  the  reasons  of  the  high  level  of  children  dropping  the  schools  is  unqualified
teaching. 
However,  as  this  case  has  showed,  that  the  relationships  between  the  state  and  the  donor
countries might be conflictual. According to Sarah Fichter (2009) , on the one hand, the donor
countries  intervention  might  be  viewed  as  an  opportunity  since  it  overcomes  the  perennial
shortage of fund for investment. On the other hand, it might be viewed as a problem since it is
not  easy  to  determine  which  projects  should  be  supported.   (Fichter,  2009)  That  tendency
conforms with the analysed case above, where the conflict in terms of distribution of powers
between the state and the donor countries prevails  since both sides are interdependent.
DISCUSSION
In this discussion part we aim to relate our findings gathered from the secondary empirical 
studies and different theoretical approaches applied in this project report.
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The aim of this project was to investigate what kind of internal factors negatively contribute to
present situation in Nigeria that it faces so many problems in terms of delivery of education for
the citizens. In other words,  the state’s capacity to provide the public goods to its citizens was
investigated. The functioning of the state was investigated from different theoretical approaches.
Robert Rotberg definition on the failed state and Max Weber conceptual definition on the state,
belong to one perspective, whereas Jean Pierre Olivier de Sardan view on the African state from
empirical position belong to another one. Starting up with Robert Rotberg theoretical approach to
the state failure, the application of the theory was very limited, since we did not take into account
many different indicators of public service delivery  which might lead to the state’s failure
Therefore, we assume that this project report is not able to prove that the Nigerian state can be
failed in general , since only one indicator was analysed. 
In the first part of the analysis, the bureaucrats’ behaviour ( since public services are delivered
through bureaucracy) and their accountability towards citizens were analysed . However, even
though the  empirical  studies  developed by Chris  Willott  did not  consider  primary education
sector,  the  research  was  based  on  investigations  of  the  particular  university  which  is  an
educational  institution  as  well  and  education  provision  is  taken  into  account.  The  findings
showed , that the bureaucrats behave according to practical rather the official norms as the ideal
type of bureaucracy refers to. The analysis part showed, that Nigerian bureaucracy is very much
deviated from the Weberian ideal type of bureaucracy. However, even though the self-interests of
bureaucrats is the key characteristic of Nigerian bureaucracy, according to Michael Roll, it might
also lead to the effectiveness of the state and as our other secondary empirical study showed, the
Nigerian state might effectively performing in other sectors even though it is very much deviated
from Max Weber definition of ideal type of bureaucracy which should be based official norms. In
this sense, the difference among two different approaches to the state and its functioning such as
theoretical Weberian ideal type and  Jean Pierre Olivier de Sardan which is based empirically
emerges. According to Weberian model it would be sufficient to conclude, that the bureaucracy is
failed,  however,  from Jean Pierre  Olivier  de  Sardan it  wouldn’t,  since  state  still  effectively
performs  in some sectors even though it is very much deviated from Western model. 
Furthermore,  another  aim was to investigate whether  the Nigerian state  keeps the regulatory
authority in order to control or regulate the other actors which perform its functions in terms of
public service delivery. The three different cases were chosen and applied to Jean Pierre Olivier
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de Sardan model of public modes of governance in order to examine those relationships. The
findings showed, that in many cases the state has a very limited control of other actors and their
activity.  If we refer the findings to Max Weber theoretical definition of the state, it is obvious,
that the Nigerian state does not conform with this model and it might be called a failed .
However, as it was mentioned above, due to our limitations we are not allowed to claim that the
state is failed, but we can claim that it is failed in this particular  education sector.
The case that the state is not able to provide education by itself does not necessarily say that it is
already fails, but when it has lost the regulatory authority and rather perform symbolic functions,
it can be referred to the failed state. However, in that case Jean Pierre Olivier de Sardan approach
is opposite to Max Weber again, since he claims, that the other modes of governance have they
own legitimate power and authority and the state is one of those modes. ( Olivier de Sardan,
2014)
Two opposite approaches gave us a broader understanding of the concept of the state and its
practices  relating to  public  service  delivery.  When the delivery function is  taken in  account
theoretically, it is mainly in terms of legitimization process referring to Weberian logic , that the
Nigerian state might be called as a failed. However, as empirical studies neglected, and since
African countries have been  formed according oher model the Western countries, the perspective
of Weber ideal type of the state could be used as an interesting criteria just  for comparison
European and non-European states   but  not  to  make a  conclusion that  if  the state  does  not
conform with this model it might be viewed as a deficient. 
Conclusion
The  main  objective  of  this  project  report  was  to  proof  or  deny  weather  Nigerian  state  is
approaching the status of being called a “failed state”. Moreover, how the participation in the
education provision by non - state actors influence its regulatory authority role in the delivery of
public goods . 
Our findings showed that even though Nigeria is actively participating and organizing education
- related programs, state fails in the actual process and implementation of them into the  national
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agenda. Self - willed and rational behaviour of the local bureaucrats, lack of information of the
actual state’s expenditure in the education sector and massive corruption are the fundamental
reasons why the latter situation is present in the country.
However, education in Nigeria is still being provided. Besides the actual state, non - state actors
are actively contributing to public service delivery as well in terms of supervision of already
implemented education projects, funding for the new one’s and generally trying to improve the
current situation of the public goods quality. However, even if the assistance of other actors is
mostly  positive,  the  problem appears  when  Nigerian  state  becomes  unable  to  regulate  their
actions. State has to be the one who is responsible for overall monitoring of other providers,
however, our secondary findings shows that each mode of governance operates almost or entirely
independent from the state. 
Government in Nigeria is decentralized into the three tiers of governance meaning that each is
responsible of the particular field in terms of delivery management.  Nevertheless,  failure in
some particular educational projects are also the reason of disagreements and internal conflicts
between  three  governing  bodies  and  incompetence  of  sharing  the  responsibilities  between
themselves. This causes the postponement or cancellation of the programs which aims for better
quality and more sufficient education in the country and therefore slows down the educational
development in general.
All in all, without solving the internal problems, Nigeria will not be able to provide education to
its  citizens sufficiently and simultaneously fail  in coordinating non -  state providers as well.
Local bureaucrats should reconsider their priorities and instead of thinking mostly about their
own benefits , contribute as much as possible to the better provision of essential human right.
Improved  situation  might  highly  contribute  and  increase  state’s  legitimate  role  and
simultaneously strengthen it as one and the most important regulatory body.
Perspectivation
Once project report is finished, it is useful to reflect on what could have been done differently
and possibly contributed more to the better quality of the report. 
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Firstly,  it is important to emphasize that project report might have ended up with more reliable
and precise conclusions, if our own empirical data would have been gathered. Field trip and
possibly conducted interviews during it, would have given us better understanding about internal
political and economical situation in Nigeria and therefore would make our statements stronger
and more convincing to readers. Furthermore, our own gatherings would potentially have been
investigated only on the local level, and right now our applied cases were researched within
entire Nigeria country and therefore we have a threat of over generalization at  some points.
However, due to the time limits and long distance we were unable to provide first hand findings
and go to  Nigeria  ourselves.  Consequently for  this  reason,  project  report  was  based on the
theoretical  approaches  which  enabled  us  to  consider  and  reflect  upon  the  concepts  and
definitions of several scholars while examining our secondary data and analysis.
Another factor of potential unreliability might have been caused because of the sources used in
the project. Data taken from World Bank and in general United Nations databases are not always
trustworthy and therefore might have contain the information which is not necessarily correct. 
In order to shortly sum up this chapter, couple of factors which could have been done differently
would have improved the overall continent of the project report and supplement it with more
realistic and dependable empirical sources.
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